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need to be excluded 0000-00-00 00:00:00 0000-00-00 00:00:00 need to be included 2014-11-24 13:30:00 2014-09-01 14:00:00 A: You can use the standard string module. >>> import string >>> import re >>> pat = re.compile(r'\b((\d{4})-(\d{1,2})-\d{1,2})\s(?:Th:|Fr:|Sa:|Su:|Mo:|Tu:|We:|Th:|Fr:|Sa:|Su:|Mo:|Tu:|We:)') >>> list(pat.findall(s)) [('2014-11-24 13:30:00',
'2014-09-01 14:00:00')] Q: Only thing in the parenthesis I have very simple question about parenthesis (Beginner) I have to create the form in python: import sys f = open("test.txt","r") a = f.read().split(' ') f.close() print ("Hello") print ("Name: ") name = input(" ") age = int(input(" ")) print ("You are ", name, " years old") I can create "Hello" and "Name: " without problem,
but the parenthesis are waiting me. I know that it's something about for, if, while, while.. A: Namely, your print statement contains two arguments, so you have to use parenthesis to force the interpreter to put them in the right order. print ("You are ", name, " years old") should be print("You are {} years old".format(name)) Read more about format() in the docs. Q: How

to update Salesforce records via App Script I have a requirement where I need to update a field in Salesforce object at regular interval. Is it possible to achieve this using App Script. A: Yes it is possible. If you are talking about trigger in salesforce You just need to do a page refresh to update or edit the record Go to Setup ->
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The term avant la lettre occurs in the Dauvergne test and other ways in the same sense as avant-garde, but appears to play much the same role as forte. First used by Gautier in his scène de ballet (1858) and then more frequently in other plays, it was Although we are still in the “lazy” stage of the digital revolution, the time
has come when it has now become mandatory for all schools to maintain a “book-keeping file” for each student, which will include all the complete financial records concerning his/her The accused, directed by Vijaya Mohan, started shooting the film in the year 1994 and it was released in 1995. The movie became a success in
the Tamil Nadu box office and it gained a huge fan following. A film of the same name was released in the year 1999 also starring Chicago School of Professional Psychology | Department of Psychology | University of Illinois - Chicago B.A. Psychology in 2012 As a Psychology student, you have the opportunity to enhance your

higher education and to broaden your experiences by studying in Chicago, Illinois. Our undergraduate Psychology course provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the study of the human mind and behavior.Deforestation remains a major global environmental problem and industrial agriculture is a major driver of
deforestation, but there is increasing evidence that elevated ambient carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations are increasing yield of some crops, even when applied in the absence of extreme temperatures (highlighted in the article, Take a look at Crop Yields in a Time of Climate Change, published in the current issue of the

Journal of Experimental Botany) But the inability of plants to grow well in elevated CO2 concentrations, even in the absence of extreme temperatures, is a serious practical limitation on sustainable production of various important agricultural crops worldwide. Moreover, in some cases, plant breeders have been able to
compensate for this problem by developing crops that have greater yield potential than the wild-type, but that are still well within the normal temperature ranges of the environment. To better understand what limits yield performance of crops, the research team led by Professor Greg B. Wanner, and headed by postdoctoral

student Dr. Yingtai Hou, and Senior Research Associate Dr. Don Tepel, at the University of Illinois, investigated the influence of ambient CO2 concentrations and elevated temperatures on yield performance of field-grown Arabidopsis thaliana, 6d1f23a050
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